Less screen time... More face-to-face time


Create documentation up to 5x faster than typing



Save countless clicks and keystrokes with powerful
speech commands for navigation and other tasks



Quickly generate common content using
customized auto-texts



Experience improved EHR usability

Do you have a need for speed?
Speech. It’s up to five times faster than typing. So why not bring
the speed and value of speech-to-text to clinical documentation?
The new release of Nuance’s industry-leading clinical speech
recognition, Dragon Medical Practice Edition 4, combines a
next-generation speech engine with sophisticated acoustic
models and a comprehensive medical vocabulary to deliver
accurate-from-the-start speech recognition for EHR
documentation, emails, letters, reports and messages.
Clinicians can:
- Achieve 99% accuracy out-of-the-box
- Reduce time spent on documentation by up to 45%
- Dictate within applications and EHR text fields or transfer text to fields within the EHR system

Dragon Medical Practice Edition is an affordable, real-time speech recognition solution that helps clinicians
dictate in their own words, anywhere in the EHR—faster and more accurately than ever before.
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We make it Simple
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A powerful tool, amplified for medical use
Every profession has tools of the trade, and medicine is no
different. Using the right tools for the job makes work faster,
easier, and more accurate.
Dragon Medical Practice Edition 4—specifically created for
medical professionals—was built for superior performance,
allowing clinicians to achieve 99% accuracy out-of-the-box.



Advanced Deep Learning technology constantly learns and
adapts to voice and environmental variations to refine performance



Hidden dictation box to consolidate information from multiple EHR screens



Acoustic models based on the unique way physicians speak



90 Medical specialty & subspecialty vocabularies and formatting rules



Accent-specific acoustic models



Rigorous security features support HIPAA compliance efforts



Full library of templates for “standard” notes and “medical normals” by body system

Specialized Individual Training
connecting your mind to software

Exceptional Customer Support…

We make it Simple
Speak your notes into your EHR
Alleviate Physician Burnout by embracing
the tools that will have you Smiling!
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